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As your programs become longer and more complex, it is important to develop sound programming funda-
mentals. In this lecture we cover some of the principle tools of programming - control structures, functions,
scope, assignment, documentation, and debugging.

Control Structures

Programming requires operations that allow R to apply functions only when certain conditions exist. Control
structures allow us to test for the required conditions, and apply the functions selectively.

for loops

At times we may wish to systematically iterate through the data or repeat an operation many times. For
example, when we bootstrap standard errors we select a sample thousands of times.

When you desire to repeat the same task many times, use a loop.

When you desire to iterate through each level of your data, use a loop.

The anatomy of the loop is simple:

for( i in 1:10 )
{

# do something here

}

The i serves as the index for the loop. The sequence 1:10 serves as the set through which you will iterate.
And the curley brackets designate the beginning and end of the loop.

For example, if you wanted to calculate the first 10 elements of the Fibonacci sequence, you could do this in
a loop. The Fibonacci sequence is a set of numbers where each element is created by adding the previous two
elements in the sequence. For example:

0 + 1 = 1
1 + 1 = 2
1 + 2 = 3
2 + 3 = 5
3 + 5 = 8
5 + 8 = 13

The sequence to this point would be: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13.

To implement it as a loop, it would look something like:
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fibonacci.seq <- c(0,1)

for( i in 1:10 )
{

fibonacci.seq[i+2] <- fibonacci.seq[i] + fibonacci.seq[i+1]

}

fibonacci.seq

## [1] 0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89

Note that you can define numeric, character, or factor sets to iterate through.

Be sure to use unique() or levels() to define the set of categories that you want to iterate through instead of
using the base group variable. In the example below, we want to iterate through the data once for all men,
and once for all women.

If we define our iteration set as datsexinsteadofunique(datsex), we will perform the operation once for each
row of data instead of once for each group.

x1 <- c(167,185,119,142)

x2 <- c("adam","jamal","linda","sriti")

x3 <- c("male","male","female","female")

x4 <- factor( c( "treatment","control","treatment","control" ) )

dat <- data.frame( name=x2, sex=x3, treat=x4, strength=x1 )

dat

## name sex treat strength
## 1 adam male treatment 167
## 2 jamal male control 185
## 3 linda female treatment 119
## 4 sriti female control 142

# iterating through every observation

for( i in 1:nrow(dat) )
{

print( dat$name[i] )
}

## [1] adam
## Levels: adam jamal linda sriti
## [1] jamal
## Levels: adam jamal linda sriti
## [1] linda
## Levels: adam jamal linda sriti
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## [1] sriti
## Levels: adam jamal linda sriti

# iterating through categories

unique( dat$sex )

## [1] male female
## Levels: female male

for( i in unique(dat$sex) )
{

temp.ave <- mean( dat$strength[ dat$sex == i ] )

print( paste( i, " strength: ", temp.ave, sep="" ) )

}

## [1] "male strength: 176"
## [1] "female strength: 130.5"

# do not make the mistake of leaving out unique()!

for( i in dat$sex )
{

temp.ave <- mean( dat$strength[ dat$sex == i ] )

print( paste( i, " strength: ", temp.ave, sep="" ) )

}

## [1] "male strength: 176"
## [1] "male strength: 176"
## [1] "female strength: 130.5"
## [1] "female strength: 130.5"

# iterating through factors

levels( dat$treat )

## [1] "control" "treatment"

for( i in levels(dat$treat) )
{

temp.ave <- mean( dat$strength[ dat$treat == i ] )

print( paste( i, " group strength: ", temp.ave, sep="" ) )
}

## [1] "control group strength: 163.5"
## [1] "treatment group strength: 143"
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if & else

If -> then statements are basic building blocks of computer programs. They are useful because we often
want to behave differently based upon circumstances.

# I like to eat apples and drink oranges

if( this.fruit == "apple")
{

slice( this.fruit )
}

if( this.fruit == "orange" )
{

juice( this.fruit )
}

Conditional statements like this are used in many ways in programs. Sometimes they may be used to test
conditions for mathematical functions. For example, the log() function is only defined for positive numbers.
You may want to create a log() function that does not allow the user to apply it to non-positive numbers.

my.log <- function( x )
{

if( x > 0 )
{ return( log(x) ) }

if( x <= 0 )
{

print("Warning: you are an idiot")
}

}

my.log( 10 )

## [1] 2.302585

my.log( -1 )

## [1] "Warning: you are an idiot"

In the object-oriented framework, we want functions to behave differently based upon the class of the objects.
For example, if we try to plot() two vectors, we probably want different results based upon the vector types.
If they are both numeric vectors, we likely want a scatterplot. If one is a factor representing groups, we likely
want the data summarized over the groups instead (how about a box and whisker plot).

x <- 1:100
y <- 2*x + 20*rnorm(100)

plot( x, y )
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plot( cut(x,5), y )
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Functions that are object-sensitive use conditional statements to generate functionality. In the example above,
for example, the function would conceptually look something like this:

plot <- function( x, y )
{

if( class(x) == "numeric" & class(y) == "numeric" )
{

create a scatterplot
}

if( class(x) == "factor" & class(y) == "numeric" )
{

create a box and whisker plot
}

}

There are variations on the if->then function that come in handy sometimes.

If -> else: If you can divide the world into two conditions, if->else statements are useful. For example, if we
care only about mangos.

if( fruit == "mango" )
{
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eat( fruit )

} else
{

smash( fruit )
}

Note that the else statement must be on the same line as the last bracket of the if statement.

While: many times we want to repeat a task until we hit a goal. The while condition helps us ascertain if we
are there, and in the meantime repeats

while( pig$weight < 300 )
{

pig <- feed( pig )

}

sell( pig )

For more help on control structures, check out the helpful tutorial at: http://www.programiz.com/
r-programming/if-else-statement

Functions

Functions are the heart and soul of programming in R. When people write programs for R, they are called
‘packages’ because they are really just a collection of functions that are packaged together so they can be
easily shared.

There are a few very important concepts that we need to understand about functions in R.

Default Argument Values

Recall the example of a simple mortgage calculate programmed as a function in R.

In the first example below, no default values will be provided. If you try to call the function without all of
the parameters explicitly provided, you will get an error.

In the second example, we can use the typical loan period (30 years) and the market interest rates (0.05) to
guess what the user wants. By providing these default values, they only need to specify the loan term for the
function to operate. They can of course provide their own values for the load period and interest rate, and
they will override the default values.

### A simple mortgage calculator

calcMortgage <- function( principal, years, APR )
{

months <- years * 12
int.rate <- APR / 12
monthly.payment <- ( principal * int.rate ) /

(1 - (1 + int.rate)^(-months) )
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return( monthly.payment )

}

# Calculate monthly payments for a 30-year mortgage #
# on a $100,000 loan at a 5% APR interest rate: #

calcMortgage( years=30, APR=0.05, principal=100000 )

## [1] 536.8216

### Does not run without default values for APR and years:

# calcMortgage( principal=250000 )

### Example of a function with some default values provided

calcMortgage <- function( principal, years=30, APR=0.05 )
{

months <- years * 12
int.rate <- APR / 12
monthly.payment <- ( principal * int.rate ) /

(1 - (1 + int.rate)^(-months) )

return( monthly.payment )

}

# the function now runs, because if you don't provide it with
# an argument it assumes you want to use the default values.

calcMortgage( principal=250000 )

## [1] 1342.054

# you can also override the default values

calcMortgage( principal=250000, years=15 )

## [1] 1976.984
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The return() Call

In general functions are input-output machines. You give it certain parameters, and it will perform an
operation and return the result for you.

The last line of a function typically contains a return() call, which is how the function knows what to send
back to the user.

In the examples below, in the first case we forget to include a return() call. The function will perform the
operation, but it will not send anything back.

By adding the return() call in the second example the function now returns the proper output.

# define the function

square.this <- function( x )
{

x.squared <- x^2

}

# call the function

my.var <- 1:10

square.this( my.var )

# nothing returned here... ?

# try again - add a return call

square.this <- function( x )
{

x.squared <- x^2

return( x.squared )

}

# call the function

square.this( my.var )

## [1] 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100

Note that an implicit return also works, but the explicit return() call will be more clear.
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# an implicit return()

square.this <- function( x )
{

x.squared <- x^2

x.squared

}

square.this( my.var )

## [1] 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100

R only allows for one object to be returned from a function. As a result, if you would like to return multiple
objects as part of your result, you will need to bind them together in a list.

For example, when you run a regression and save the results as a new object (model 01), then you have
utilized this feature. The regression results object contain a bunch of information about the model - the
regression coefficients, the error term or residuals, and the predicted values to name a few.

x <- 1:100
y <- 2*x + 30*rnorm(100)

m.01 <- lm( y ~ x )

names( m.01 )

## [1] "coefficients" "residuals" "effects" "rank"
## [5] "fitted.values" "assign" "qr" "df.residual"
## [9] "xlevels" "call" "terms" "model"

# the object has class lm (linear model)

class( m.01 )

## [1] "lm"

# the underlying data structure is a list

mode( m.01 )

## [1] "list"

The lm() function was built similar to this:

summary( lm(y~x) )
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##
## Call:
## lm(formula = y ~ x)
##
## Residuals:
## Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
## -83.443 -25.653 2.497 23.598 81.954
##
## Coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) -4.4686 6.3253 -0.706 0.482
## x 1.9907 0.1087 18.307 <2e-16 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 31.39 on 98 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.7737, Adjusted R-squared: 0.7714
## F-statistic: 335.1 on 1 and 98 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

my.lm <- function( x, y )
{

X <- cbind( intercept=1, x)

B <- solve( (t(X) %*% X) ) %*% t(X) %*% y

predicted.x <- X %*% B

error <- y - predicted.x

model.results <- list( B=B, predicted.x=predicted.x, error=error )

class( model.results ) <- "my.lm"

return( model.results )

}

m.02 <- my.lm( x, y )

names( m.02 )

## [1] "B" "predicted.x" "error"

m.02$B

## [,1]
## intercept -4.468580
## x 1.990732

class( m.02)

## [1] "my.lm"
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mode( m.02 )

## [1] "list"

Scope

Programming languages use the idea of ‘scope’ to determine what operations can alter underlying data
structures. We will pass data to functions as the inputs in order to provide the values necessary to calculate
the outputs, but we don’t necessarily want to function to change the data while it is performing the operations.

R has a fairly narrow scope in the sense that functions do not alter data directly.

The easiest way to understand the concept of scope is with the expression, “What happens in Vegas stays in
Vegas.”

Similarly, what happens in a function stays inside a function, and usually in loops

x <- 1:10

square.this <- function( x )
{

x <- x * x

return( x )

}

square.this( x )

## [1] 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100

x

## [1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

What happened here? We see that there is an assignment statement inside of the function:

x <- x * x

So why has x not been altered?

Because of the limited scope of functions, when a function is called it will create copies of the data that are
passed as arguments, it will modify those copies as required by the function, then it will forget the changes
after it returns the results, returning the data to its original form. What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas.

Functions have strong scope limitations, but other control structures do not:

# data is not protected inside loops

x <- 1:10

for( i in 1:10 )
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{
x[i] <- x[i] * x[i]

}

x # we have permenantly changed the values of x in the loop

## [1] 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100

Assignment

The primary way to over-write the original values of x is to issue both a throw and catch statement:

x <- square.this(x)

Super Assignment

There is one way to break the scope of a function using super assignment. This method is generally discouraged
because it can fundamentally alter the user’s data, and thus have unintended consequences. But sometimes it
is necessary.

The super assignment operator is almost identical to the assignment operator but with an extra arrow: <<-

It would be deployed as follows:

x <- 1:10

square.this <- function( x )
{

x <<- x * x

}

square.this( x )

x

## [1] 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100

Note that there is no return call given since we no longer need a ‘throw’ to ‘catch’ that changes that were
made to the data. They are already saved in the variable x that was passed to the function.

Documentation

It is extremely important to document your code thoroughly. You have two primary audiences with this
documentation: anyone you share your code with, and yourself six months from now. Both individuals will
be seeing the code for the first time, for all practical purposes. You need to explain the operation of the code
in a way that makes it clear to the user, including:

1. What the function does.
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2. What arguments it accepts (including their classes).
3. What the function returns.

### A simple mortgage calculator
#
# principle: purchase price of house (scaler)
# year: term of the loan (scaler)
# APR: the annual interest rate on the loan (scaler)
#
# The function returns the monthly payment
# necessary to amortize the loan over the
# given loan term.

calcMortgage <- function( principal, years, APR )
{

months <- years * 12
int.rate <- APR / 12
monthly.payment <- ( principal * int.rate ) /

(1 - (1 + int.rate)^(-months) )
return( monthly.payment )

}

Here is another example from Google’s R Style Guide:

CalculateSampleCovariance <- function(x, y, verbose = TRUE)
{

# Computes the sample covariance between two vectors.
#
# Args:
# x: One of two vectors whose sample covariance is to be calculated.
# y: The other vector. x and y must have the same length, greater than one,
# with no missing values.
# verbose: If TRUE, prints sample covariance; if not, not. Default is TRUE.
#
# Returns:
# The sample covariance between x and y.

n <- length(x)

# Error handling
if (n <= 1 || n != length(y))
{

stop("Arguments x and y have different lengths: ",
length(x), " and ", length(y), ".")

}
if (TRUE %in% is.na(x) || TRUE %in% is.na(y))
{

stop(" Arguments x and y must not have missing values.")
}
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covariance <- var(x, y)
if (verbose)

cat("Covariance = ", round(covariance, 4), ".\n", sep = "")

return(covariance)

}

Debugging

Once a program is longer than a few lines bugs are inevitable. You need to test the code to ensure that
things are running smoothly, or problem-solve when the code will not run at all.

R has a variety of debugging functions that help with this process: browser() and debug() are two of the
most common.

We can insert the browser() function inside of a block of code in order to pause the program and have a
look around. During the browse session you can use ls() to see active objects and poke around, examining
characteristics of the temporary objects to ensure they are as expected.

The program will pause wherever you insert the browser() command, and do the following:

• enter - continue to the next line of code
• c - execute the rest of the function
• Q - terminate browsing

As an example, the browser() command would be inserted as follows:

square.this <- function( x )
{

x.squared <- x + x

browser() # pauses program here

return( x.squared )

}

Instead of inserting extra code into your function, you can also run a function in debug mode using the
debug() function. Simply call a function using the debug() command, execute the function, and you will not
be in browse mode like above.

debug( square.this )

square.this( 9 )

The function will now operate in browser mode like above and will allow you to step through your code like
an exterminator.
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